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“Consumers evaluate the healthiness of ready meals based
more on intrinsic factors, such as nutrition and

ingredients; they also pay attention to labels. Upgrading
products leveraging these elements is a current trend.”

– Belle Wang, Associate Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

Meanwhile, consumers are also paying attention to short shelf life, so chilled ready meals may have a
better chance in the future, especially given the growth of Fresh apps, C-stores and community stores.

• Develop premium frozen ready meals for breakfast occasion
• Enhance the performance of chilled ready meals in the lunch occasion
• Freeze-dried products provide convenience with maximum level of nutrition
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Wanchai Ferry gained share thanks to younger consumer market
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Figure 49: Best- and worst-case forecast for sales value of ready meal market, China, 2014-24

Figure 50: Best- and worst-case forecast for sales volume of ready meal market, China, 2014-24

Frozen Ready meal market
Figure 51: Best- and worst-case forecast for sales value of frozen ready meal market, China, 2014-24

Figure 52: Best- and worst-case forecast for sales volume of frozen ready meal market, China, 2014-24

Chilled Ready meal market
Figure 53: Best- and worst-case forecast for sales value of chilled ready meal market, China, 2014-24

Figure 54: Best- and worst-case forecast for sales volume of chilled ready meal market, China, 2014-24
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